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Figure 1: Example of automatic colorization for line drawings using two reference images.

ABSTRACT
We propose a graph matching-based anime-colorization method
from line drawings using multiple reference images. A graph struc-
ture of each frame in an input line drawing sequence helps to find
correspondences of regions to be colorized between frames. How-
ever, it is difficult to find precise correspondences of whole frames
only from a single reference image, because the graph structure
tends to change drastically during the sequence. Therefore, our
method first finds an optimal image from multiple reference images
according to a cost function that represents shape similarity be-
tween nodes and compatibility of node pairs. While it is necessary
to prepare several manually colored reference images, our method
is still effective in reducing the effort required for colorization in
anime production. We demonstrate the effectiveness of our method
using actual images from our production.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Traditional manual colorization process in 2D anime production is
a tedious work even under the support of software such as [CELSYS
2008]. Thus, automatic colorization for line drawings is required to
streamline a process of anime production. Previous work for auto-
matic colorization can be categorized into two approaches; deep
learning based [Furusawa et al. 2017; Ramassamy et al. 2018] and
reference graph matching approach [Sato et al. 2014]. For the for-
mer, collecting a large dataset extracting from previously released
manually created animation is a reasonable option, however, it is
not very practical to collect larger dataset including sub characters
which rarely appear in the animation. For the latter approach, no
large amount of data collection is required, however, colorization of-
ten fails in case the graph structure changes drastically according to
the character animation. Therefore, it is difficult to find precise cor-
respondences of whole frames only from a single reference image.
Thus, we propose an algorithm which allows multiple reference
images. In this method, regions to be colorized are represented
as nodes in a graph structure. To find an optimal image to be the
reference for each line drawing sketches of an input sequence from
multiple reference images, we utilize the cost function which repre-
sents similarity between nodes and edge pairs of two graphs from
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Target line drawing Score = 0.66 0.76 0.82 ground truth

Target line drawing Score = 0.55 0.89 0.95 ground truth
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Target line drawing Score = 0.66 0.82 0.84 ground truth

Figure 2: Result of Colorization. Each score for the selected
reference exhibits colorization accuracy well.

reference and target images. In Fig. 1, a part of the automatic col-
orized images by our method from multiple reference images are
displayed. In this sequence, the graph structures of the odd number
frames and even number frames are lightly difference. Therefore,
more than two reference images are necessary to find the better
correspondence. Since our method allows to be used multiple im-
ages as reference images, this figure demonstrates the efficiency of
our method for a practical anime-production pipeline.

2 COLORIZATION PROCEDURE
Assuming that a reference graph collection {Gr

m } has already con-
structed beforehand. Each graph in {Gr

m } is composed by nodes
corresponding regions acquired from reference images of a target
character via segmentation algorithm [Zhang et al. 2009] and edges
connecting between nodes. Given a target image sequence, a target
graph collection {Gt

n } for this sequence are constructed by the
same manner for the reference graph construction. Then, the graph
matching problem for all pair of reference and target graphs in both
collections is solved to choose an optimal reference graph for each
target image. Finally, colorization is performed by filling regions
with colors assigned to nodes on the optimal reference graph frame
by frame.

3 OPTIMAL REFERENCE SELECTION
To find an optimal reference graph, we need to define a cost function
so that it exhibit the performance of colorization, and optimize it. Let
us consider an affinitymatrixK between a reference graphGr

m and a
target graphGt

n in the same fashion as [Zhou and De la Torre 2016].
We design a node affinity matrix Kp whose element kpi, j represents
shape similarity between regions corresponding i-th node on Gr

m
and j-th node onGt

n using Shape ContextCi, j [Belongie et al. 2001].
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Where, σ1 represents a standard deviation ofCi, j . We also define the
edge affinity matrix Kq whose element kqk,l represents similarity
of edge pair from Gr

m and Gt
n as follows.
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Where dk,l = (dk −dl )/max(dk ,dl ). dk means length of the edge k
on theGr

m and dl is that of the edge l on theGt
n . Also, we introduce

magnitude relationship of areas between nodes connecting edge
k and edge l (Each edge stars from node s to terminating node e .);
ak,l = (aska

e
l − asl a

e
k )/max(aska

e
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s
l a

e
k ) as same manner [Sato et al.

2014]. σ2 and σ3 represents a standard deviation of dk,l and ak,l
respectively. We solve this graph matching problem by Spectral
Matching [Leordeanu and Hebert 2005] with affinity matrix K.
A score can be obtained from the quadratic form xTKx with the
matching result x. Note that, we set σ1 = σ2 = 0.5 and σ3 = 1 for
all experiments. According to score for each reference, the optimal
reference can be selected for each frame of the target sequence.

The relationship between the scores and the colorized results is
shown in Fig. 2. The figure clearly shows that the method colorizes
more precisely, the scores gets closer to 1.0. Therefore, the score
should presents the confidence of the colorized results.

4 RESULT AND DISCUSSION
As shown in Fig. 1, our method works for line drawings from an
actual production pipeline. In case of rigid or nearly rigid trans-
formation, only a single reference image is to be used. However,
under the large deformation or missing/appearing parts, the perfor-
mance obviously degrades because the graph structure is drastically
changed compared with a reference. Thanks to the multiple ref-
erence images, our method can find an optimal reference image
even in such situation. In the future, by introducing a latest graph
matching technique like [Zhou and De la Torre 2016], colorization
performance would be improved.
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